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Abstract. Elliptic curves over number fields with CM can be used to
design non-isogenous elliptic cryptosystems over finite fields efficiently.
The existing algorithm to build such CM curves, so-called the CM field
algorithm, is based on analytic expansion of modular functions, costing
computations of O(25h/2h21/4) where h is the class number of the en-
domorphism ring of the CM curve. Thus it is effective only in the small
class number cases.
This paper presents polynomial time algorithms in h to build CM elliptic
curves over number fields. In the first part, probabilistic probabilistic
algorithms of CM tests are presented to find elliptic curves with CM
without restriction on class numbers. In the second part, we show how
to construct ring class fields from ray class fields. Finally, a deterministic
algorithm for lifting the ring class equations from small finite fields thus
construct CM curves is presented. Its complexity is shown as O(h7).

1 Introduction

Elliptic curves over finite fields have been used in recent public key cryptosy-
stems, authentication and signature schemes. The discrete logarithm problems
over the elliptic curves can resist all known subexponential attacks, which then
can implement cryptographic schemes in higher speed and less key sizes while
retain the same security comparing with traditional cryptographic functions
[14][22][21].
Among the methods to construct explicitly secure elliptic curves over finite fields
for cryptosystem applications, the point-counting algorithms, now known as the
SEA algorithms can find secure curves over finite fields from randomly selected
elliptic curves, but still be quite time consuming since they generally need to be
repeated many times until a secure curve is found [27][28][8][24][20][10]. Another
difficulty of this approach is that when one wishes to choose different curves
for different users or periodically change curves over finite fields in the same
cryptosystem, he has to undergo the whole process of the above calculations, or
it always takes the same computations in order to obtain any new secure curves
and cryptosystems.
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According to [16], if the same curve over a finite field is repeatedly used in an
elliptic cryptosystem, even each time with a random base point, one can ea-
sily transform the new discrete logarithm problem into the old one. Thus the
old database can be made good use of such that one can attack this kind of
cryptosystems faster, comparing with those which switch each time to a new or
non-isogenous curve over a finite field. Furthermore, if one is willing to build a
large database, then with certain variations of the Baby step Giant step algo-
rithm, one can attack the cryptosystems using a fixed curve over a finite field
in time of O(q1/d), d > 2, rather than the standard complexity of the Baby step
and Giant step algorithm: O(

√
q).

Another approach to build secure elliptic curves over finite fields, which is much
faster and meets the requirement to change to non-isogenous curves frequently,
is to use a family of elliptic curves defined over number fields, i.e. those with
complex multiplication or CM elliptic curves [23] [2][3][4][19].
In fact, the CM curves may not be easy to find, but once a CM curve over
a number field is built, one can use very simple and fast algorithms to design
directly non-isogenous curves over finite fields with different and maybe prespe-
cified (almost prime) orders, therefore different secure cryptosystems as many as
one wishes, if he changes the characteristics and extension degrees of the finite
definition fields. This can be done by efficient algorithms of reduced quadratic
forms (see appendix) or the Cornacchia algorithm.
As to the security of using CM curves, it is known that all elliptic curves over
finite fields are with CM (so usually they are not referred to as CM curves and
we will leave the name exclusively to curves over number fields). Furthermore,
each elliptic curve over a finite field is the reduction of an CM curve (known
as its Deuring’s lifting) over a certain number field. If there were any attack
which works effective particularly for the elliptic cryptosystems designed from
CM curves, we may need only to consider the lifting attacks which lift the elliptic
curves over finite fields to their Deuring’s liftings over number fields and solve
the discrete logarithm problems over number fields. However, it is well known
that these kind of attacks seem exponentially hard due to difficulty in lifting the
rational points of elliptic curves from finite fields to number fields, the exponen-
tially explosion of the heights of these rational points over number fields, and the
finite rank of their Mordell-Weil groups. In fact, these are the same arguments
known for security of general elliptic cryptosystems [22], i.e., on the immunity
of generic elliptic curves from attacks of the index-calculus algorithm.
Existing algorithms used for construction of CM curves, somewhat vaguely called
“CM field algorithms”, are based on construction of class fields using analytic
series expansions of the modular functions over C([1] and also [7][12])
Although theoretically these algorithms can build any elliptic curve over fi-
nite fields, they seemed tedious and always involved with problems such as
approximation errors. Their complexity is known as an exponential function
O(25h/2h21/4) of the class number h, assuming the elliptic curves have their en-
domorphism rings as an imaginary quadratic order with the class number h.
Therefore, they becomes impractical for large class numbers.
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Besides, the scenario of the CM field algorithms, i.e. to start from a particular
order of an elliptic curve over a given finite field, then calculate the j-invariant
of the elliptic curve over the class field and finally define the model of the elliptic
curve over the finite field with the assigned order, seems somewhat misleading
and unnecessarily involved.
In fact, a clearer and simpler scenario consists of two stages. The first one is to
build an explicit model of a CM curve over the class field. The second stage is to
design the order of the curve over a finite field. The computation time of the first
stage is obviously dominant. As long as one has a model of elliptic curve with
CM over a number field, as mentioned before, he can use this curve to design
different isogenous classes of secure curves over large finite fields.
It maybe interesting to notice the curves over finite fields with the Frobenius en-
domorphisms with small traces or the endomorphism rings of large class numbers
can be most quickly calculated by the SEA algorithms, while the curves with
the endomorphism rings of small class numbers or the Frobenius endomorphisms
with large traces are most easily dealt by the algorithms using CM curves but
are of most time consuming for the SEA algorithms.
Thus, the key issue in using CM curves to design elliptic cryptosystems is to find
models of CM elliptic curves over number fields efficiently, in copious supply, and
with endomorphism rings of large discriminants or class numbers.
In [25][26], we shown probabilistic algorithms to find random CM elliptic and
higher genus curves by CM tests, which requires no calculation of j-invariants
or class equations.
In this paper, we first show the CM test algorithms in a more complete form
to find random CM curves. Then we show how to construct ring class fields
or the definition fields of the CM curves without explicit construction of class
equations, i.e. from ray class fields which can be easily derived using division po-
lynomials. Finally, an efficient deterministic algorithm for lifting the ring class
equations from small finite fields is presented to construct CM curves. The com-
plexity of this algorithm is of polynomial time in the class number h: O(h7). All
calculations in these algorithms are simple and easy to implement. Since there
is only algebraic manipulations involved, no care is needed about approximation
errors control during the calculations.
An interesting generalization of these algorithms is to Jacobian varieties of al-
gebraic curves of higher genera [13] (see also [5]).

2 CM Tests for Elliptic Curves

We show in this section fast algorithms to test if an elliptic curve over a number
field is with CM, which can be used to find random CM curves over number
fields without calculation of j-invariants and their class equations.

Definition 1. An elliptic curve E over a field F is with complex multiplication
or a CM elliptic curve if its endomorphism ring EndFE contains the rational
integral ring Z as a proper subring.
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We refer the details of theory of complex multiplication to standard references.
e.g. [17][32][18][31].

Definition 2. An elliptic curve which passed a CM test is called a pseudo-CM
elliptic curve.

Let F be a number field. Bellow, we denote the residue field of a rational prime
p in F as F q, D the discriminant of
an imaginary quadratic number field Q(

√
∆), ∆ < 0, as CM fields of ordinary

elliptic curves, i.e. End◦E :=EndE ⊗Z Q = Q(
√
∆).

Algorithm 1 (CM tests)

Procedure 1 (Ordinary reduction) [25]

Input : Random elliptic curves E/F ;
Output : Pseudo-CM curves and the discriminants of their CM fields.
Step 1 Choose a small prime p1 such that E/F q1 is an ordinary reduction. Find

the discriminant d1 = l21∆1(∆1: square free) of the characteristic polynomial
of the Frobenius endomorphism;

Step 2 Choose small primes pi, i = 2, · · · , N such that (∆1
pi

) = 1, then for E/F qi

find the discriminant of the Frobenius endomorphism di = l2i∆i. If ∆i =
∆1 for all i, output E as a pseudo-CM curve with the discriminant D1.
Otherwise, output E/F as without CM.

Procedure 2 (Supersingular reduction)

Input : Random elliptic curves E/F ;
Output : Pseudo-CM curves and the discriminants of their CM fields.
Step 1 Choose a small prime p1 such that E/F q1 is an ordinary reduction. Find

the discriminant d1 = l21∆1 of the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius
endomorphism;

Step 2 Choose small primes pi, i = 2, · · · , N such that (∆1
pi

) = −1, then if
E/F p2

i
are supersingular or an additive bad reduction for all i , output

E as a pseudo-CM curve with the discriminant D1. Otherwise, output E/F
as without CM.

Procedure 3 (bad reduction)

Input : Random elliptic curves E/F ;
Output : Pseudo-CM curves and the discriminants of their CM fields.
Step 1 Choose a small prime p1 such that E/F q1 is an ordinary reduction. Find

the discriminant d1 = l21∆1 of the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius
endomorphism;

Step 2 Choose small primes pi such that (∆1
pi

) = 0, then if E/F p2
i

are supersin-
gular or an additive bad reduction for all i, output E as a pseudo-CM curve
with the discriminant D1. Otherwise, output E/F as without CM.
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Remark 1: The calculations in these tests can be obviously done by fast algo-
rithms in polynomial time in log pamx.
Remark 2: With extra computations, the step 2 can be refined to identify the
isomorphism types of the endomorphism rings by e.g. Kohel’s algorithm [15].
In that case, one will be able to output the discriminants of the endomorphism
rings.
Remark 3: Naturally one can combine these procedures to raise the computa-
tional efficiency. e.g. after the step 1, for the first N primes apply the step 2 of
each procedures. Besides, the latter two ones should be applied first. Ordinary
reductions over prime fields are also preferable.

If the class equation was known, one can use the following test which is based
on the result of Gross-Zagier [11], which is very sharp but the calculation of
discriminant becomes heavy for large class numbers.

Gross-Zagier test

Input f(x) ∈ Z[x]: a polynomial; d ∈ Z−: discriminant of a CM field.
Output If f(x) is the class polynomial Hd(x).
Step 1 If the constant term of f(x) is not d-smooth, output NO;
Step 2 If the discriminant of f(x) is not (3/4)d-smooth, output NO;
Step 3 Output f(x) = Hd(x).

3 Construction of Ring Class Fields from Ray Class
Fields

Let k = Q(
√
∆)(∆ < 0: square free) be an imaginary quadratic number field,

D the discriminant of k, h(D) the class number of k, Ok the integral ring of
k, Oc an order of Ok of conductor c with discriminant d = c2D, kc

ring the ring
class field modulo (c), kc

ray the ray class field modulo (c), kabs the abstract or
Hilbert class field of k. HD(x) the Hilbert class equation and Hd(x) the ring
class equation of Oc.
Let F be a number field, an elliptic curve E/F is with CM if its endomorphism
ring EndFE is an order Oc of an imaginary quadratic number field k = Q(

√
∆),

where c is the conductor of Oc. Furthermore, an elliptic curve with CM has a
model over the ring class field modulo (c), kc

ring. (Specifically, certain subfields
sometimes called its moduli fields.)
In fact, to construct a ring class field, over which the CM elliptic curves are
defined, is not the same thing to find the singular moduli or the j-invariants
which generate the ring class field. As shown bellow, the former could be much
easier than the latter.
It is known that one can obtain ring class fields from the genus fields when d
are chosen as Euler’s convenient numbers. Bellow, we obtain the ring class fields
from the ray class fields easily. Let xc be the x-coordinate of a c-torsion point
in E[c], wD = D+

√
D

2 , h(wD,Oc) the Weber function.
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Algorithm 2

Input : d = c2D: Discriminant of an imaginary quadratic order in k = Q(
√
∆)

or c: its conductor;
Output : A moduli field Q(j(Oc)) of a ray (ring) class field modulo (c).
Step 1 Find an elliptic curve E/kabs with CM such that

Endkabs
E = Ok

whose j-invariant equals j(Ok) ∈ kabs;
Step 2 Calculate the c-division polynomial of E, ϕc(x) ∈ Z[x];
Step 3 Find irreducible factors of ϕc(x), fc(x);
Step 4 Find the moduli fields in kc

ray:Q(j(Ok), xc) = Q(j(Oc), h(wD,Oc)) which
are generated by twice simple extensions with the HD(x) and fc(x) as the
minimal polynomials.

Remark 1: Since the division polynomials can be easily calculated, one may
wish to chose k = Q(

√
∆) with small class number h(D).

Remark 2: If one chooses h(D) = 1, or one uses the thirteen elliptic curves
over Q, then one finds in kc

ray the moduli field Q(xc) = Q(j(Oc), h) with the
minimal polynomial as fc(x).

In this way, one can readily produce a ring class field or its moduli field, which
can be used in the CM test algorithms in the previous section as definition fields
of CM elliptic curves.
However, since CM curves over a particular number field are of finite number
so the probability to find them could be very low. One may wish to use more
efficient and deterministic algorithm to find a CM curve by calculation of the
ring class equation Hd(x), which is also a minimal polynomial of Q(j(Oc)). To
present such an algorithm will be the task of the following section.

4 Lifting CM Elliptic Curves fROM Finite Fields

Let E(j) as a model of an elliptic curve with j as its j-invariant . For p 6= 2, 3,

E(j) : y2 = x3 − 3j
j − 1728

x− 2j
j − 1728

or for any characteristics,

E(j) : y2 + xy = x3 − 36
j − 1728

x− 1
j − 1728

.

Algorithm 3:

Input : d = c2D < 0: Discriminant of an imaginary quadratic order in Q(
√
∆);

Output : The ring class equation Hd(x).
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step 1 Using the Algorithm 2 to construct a moduli field F of a ring class field
kc

ring;
step 2 For small prime pi , let F qi

be the residue field of the rational prime pi

in OF .
1. If (d/pi) = 1, find among all E(j)/F qi

for ∀j ∈ F qi
h(d) isogenous but

non-isomorphic elliptic curves Es, s = 1, · · · , h(d) such that

4qi = t2i − c2i d, where ti = qi + 1 − #Es(F qi
)

Then from the h(d) j-invariants of Es, jis ∈ F qi , calculate the ring class
equation modpi as

Hd(X) mod pi ≡
h(d)∏
s=1

(x− jis)

2. If (d/pi) = −1, find among all E(j)/F p2
i

for ∀j ∈ F p2
i
, h(d) isogenous

but non-isomorphic elliptic curves Es, s = 1, · · · , h(d) s.t. they are su-
persingular or additive bad reductions.
Then from h(d) j-invariants of Es, jis ∈ F p2

i
calculate the ring class

equation modpi

Hd(X) mod pi ≡
h(d)∏
s=1

(x− jis)

3. If (d/pi) = 0, find among all E(j)/F p2
i
,∀j ∈ F p2

i
, h(d) isogenous but

non-isomorphic elliptic curves Es s.t. Es/F p2
i

are supersingular or addi-
tive bad reductions.
Then from h(d) j-invariants of Es, jis ∈ F p2

i
calculate the ring class

equation modpi

Hd(X) mod pi ≡
h(d)∏
s=1

(x− jis)

step 3 By the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) to lift the coefficients of

Hd(x) mod
∏

i

pi.

to Z[x];
Step 4 If the E(j) defined by the lifted ring class equation passes the CM tests

in the Algorithm 1 or the Gross-Zagier test, then output Hd(x) mod
∏

i pi

as the ring class equation Hd(x), and E(j) as a pseudo-CM elliptic curve; If
not goto step 3 to add one more prime pi or try other combinations.

Remark 1: Considering increase of the size of the coefficients of class equations,
one may first calculate the Weber class invariants f from j-invariants over finite
fields,

(x− 16)3 ≡ jx mod pi, x ≡ f24 mod pi
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then lift the Weber class equations, which will allow us to lift the class equations
of large class numbers. The details are referred to [7][1]etc.
Remark 2: To avoid the combinations, one can use only p s.t. there is few
ambiguity in conductors. A more complete version should include the Kohel’s
deterministic algorithm to distinguish the isomorphism types of full endomor-
phism rings of the elliptic curves Es/F qi

[15]. e.g. in ordinary lifting to choose
Es s.t.

EndF qi
Es = Oc = Z + cOk.

In supersingular lifting, check at first that if the endomorphism rings of the
curves contain an optimal embedding of Oc, the imaginary order which is chosen
as the endomorphism ring of the target CM curve.
Remark 3: In fact, lifting from only prime fields is possible once a discriminant
is chosen appropriately. Thus there is no need to build the ring class field a
priori even in implicit form. Thus, by using only the lifting from prime fields,
calculation of the division polynomials can also be omitted. In fact, the Hilbert
class equations can also be lifted in the similar way.

5 Examples of CM Tests
We applied the ordinary reduction CM test of the Algorithm 1 to the elliptic
curve over Q:

y2 = x3 − 3 · j
j − 1728

x− 2 · j
j − 1728

and take p1 = 709, the other small primes pi > 300 (i = 2, · · · , 10).
The nine tests (i = 2, ..., 10) for 64847 random curves are shown in the table,
the second row shows the number of non-CM curves which are rejected at the
i-th tests in Step 2. It can be observed that almost all of them are rejected by
double or triple tests and none of the non-CM curves passed the first five tests.

i-th test 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
#{rejected curves} 64301 518 25 0 1 0 0 0 0

There are only two curves which passed the fifth and all tests, i.e. D1 = Di, (i =
2, · · · , 10). Their j-invariants are

j = −153, −323.

As we know, they are truly CM curves.
In fact, the supersingular and bad reduction tests distinguish even sharperly
between CM and non-CM curves (see proof of the algorithm 1 for reasons).

6 Examples of Construction of CM Curves
Take h = 174, d = −153164 with (c = 118, D = −11). The Weber class
polynomial Wd(x) is lifted from the following 19 ordinary reduction over prime
fields.

pi ∈ {38327, 38867, 39191, 47507, 51287, 52691, 54167, 62627, 68567,
79907, 84947, 93047, 95891, 98807, 111191, 114467, 128291, 131927, 167891}
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Bellow, we show a part of it with small coefficients.

W−153164(x)

= 83076749736557242056487941267521536

− 4232368399273964044280928775760664985876824064x

+ 368084924605827377544121672324954875583624416829269606400x2

− 2624275748798208471286500076638458909115778156744604022472704x3

+ 8768678806186421348959550570215271161369890321457063686916014080x4

− 16489781241655501731333261028106256316481417674894072363666938789888x5

+ 14052650996984969061469817388935214478719631395032143945942480768204800x6

+ 1316957698534275587146922152174696937230311641236011640140627175897300992x7

+ 187665207401131363842364719953353882740237213600641308745260223568262725632x8

+ 9929870984621621110287976074219416286030985077769098391402624741340090466304x9

· · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · ·

− 498385867114204441246977838588634367662038236393449178393485837068811632640x142

+ 222970691621676521401110152440392282193616066963741904000906730189831012352x143

+ 71080649261462583121962968317120128417730350894483994673224565837242826752x144

− 95122601321218621133257525298511335715258057070859322566145377909417705472x145

+ 45219601136166877968863776507347766787306724663008364023307302917660213248x146

− 13346061303836276974162247560906288805918444808171101290600486055341195264x147

+ 2533735473792111974391355595590062676497167379451579138250701044846166016x148

− 229201449717292818384655381307402624408559424743601060833918221335658496x149

− 29127664490959341147148412087645366104070287020397722579723027980550144x150

+ 14473860267302632756826256334560085209007765402939877697784495917760512x151

− 2258112416377924786281462113964443394489436517493007632007103426592768x152

+ 2191193264864268167310930742639559955626079860434096600677158158336x153

+ 83836468686457016900558579197995051923247695888030811048035749789696x154

− 23025424599572008411114916423247916567389594073896600604833512751104x155

+ 3834682400163324134854949226517179178979089247690717009845226315776x156

− 457505404001041586182668848182865820193202098775388834291888537600x157

+ 40674500946996572573885826017965346465580116302611164077330751488x158

− 2699648084973365920217575137475352359496836221720470856357117952x159

+ 132458322755123835013929151419628962052310054314389457199693824x160

− 4893615642550662455198795674033213950647022335765111251312640x161

+ 156712318726930577063317755711719630708326947754625000143360x162

− 5285944355408478850726603092149503114717138786904546490368x163

+ 155217476948404923556197740083703204385132790278101561344x164

− 3239096798144628226875867231556073257899072332049833728x165

+ 94021480417507776562198777980278043552510520463707904x166
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− 229630960711252290445040913713427951765596468574464x167

− 3429592761776584363504935760776221071566271657712x168

− 9752861942166664038528762369130374074251013536x169

− 553178966475435712930872308777998684975056x170

− 12039696790209383877109384281205985464x171

+ 159660091018550701603559721992x172

− 17722643006531637142016x173 + x174

The discriminant of the class polynomial and its constant term passed the Gross-
Zagier test, the latter has factorization as

83076749736557242056487941267521536 = 2116

7 Examples for Cryptosystem Design

Use the above CM curve (d = −153164), an almost prime elliptic curve E over a
prime finite field F p is obtained using the Algorithm 4 in the Appendix, where

p = 6411233586778658698012854170834647184757484423031
#E(F p) = 6411233586778658698012849108768570758807340538364

= 22 ∗ 3 ∗ 1039 ∗ pmax

pmax = 514215077540797136510494795377652450979093723

The curve has its j-invariant as

j − inv = 37794183507581776432669939667057046706278554144

The definition equation of this curve y2 = x3+ax+b has the following coefficients.

a = 4424050837045189024624780453466068541773776795332
b = 5086445086956345582420805025922261422768346004565

8 Proof of the Algorithms

Theorem 3. In the Algorithm 1 ,
(1) Any elliptic curve E/F rejected is without complex multiplication;
(2) The elliptic curves accepted are with high probability with complex multipli-
cation.

Sketch of proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that F ⊃ k.(If not one
can use F := Fk).
According to the Néron-Ogg-Shafarevitch criterion, the Grossencharacter ψE/F

is unramified if and only if the elliptic curve E/F has good reduction. In particu-
lar, for CM curves, if pi splits in Q(

√
∆), E/F qi is an ordinary reduction. While
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only when the pi is inert or ramified in Q(
√
∆), E/F qi

could have supersingular
good reduction.
It is known by a result of Serre and Tate that CM curves have potential good
reduction. Thus they only could have unstable or additive bad reduction.
Let Pi be a prime ideal of OF lying over pi. By the Deuring’s reduction theory
of elliptic curves, the reduction mod Pi induces an injective ring homomorphism
of endomorphisms of the elliptic curve EndFE to EndF qi

E. This map however
induces a field isomorphism between the endomorphism fields if the elliptic curve
is with CM and the reduction is ordinary.
Thus, if a curve E is non-CM and E/F qi is an ordinary reduction, then End◦

F qi

E

will be imaginary quadratic fields with random discriminants. On the other hand,
if a curve is CM, one will have the same End◦

F q
E for any ordinary reduction at p.

Thus, the ordinary test will always reject non-CM curves and after N repetance
of the ordinary reduction, the survived curves will be with CM in probability
larger than 1 − 1/2N .
As to the supersingular reduction, it is known by Serre that for generic curves,
the set of primes S(x) = {pi < x|E/F qi is supersingular } has density of zero and
is conjectured that #S(x)/π(x) = O(1/

√
x). The bad reduction at the chosen

primes is even much rare for non-CM curves. Therefore, the later two tests can
abandon non-CM curves even more efficiently or with higher probability. QED

Theorem 4. The Algorithm 2 outputs the moduli field Q(j(Oc)) of the ring
class field kc

ring modulo (c).

Sketch of proof: By the second main theorem of complex multiplication[17][32]
[31],

kc
ray = kabs(xc) = k(j(Ok), xc).

where xc is the x-coordinate of a c-torsion point in E[c], kc
ray and kc

ring are
the ray class field and the ring class field modulo (c), kabs = k(j(Ok)) and
kc

ring = k(j(Oc)).
On the other hand, one knows that

kc
ray = kc

ring(h(wD,Oc)) = k(j(Oc), h(wD,Oc))

where wD = D+
√

D
2 , h(wD,Oc) is the Weber function.

Thus, the ring class field kc
ring, as an extension of kabs also, can be constructed

as a subfield of the ray class field kc
ray. Its moduli field can be found also as a

subfield. QED

Theorem 5. The Algorithm 3 outputs the ring class equation Hd(x), thus all
the CM curves E with the End E = Oc ⊂ Ok, where k = Q(

√
∆).

Sketch of proof: Here we assume that the imaginary quadratic field k is not
contained in the moduli field F = Q(jc) of kc

ring. Then K = kc
ring = Fk. A

rational prime p ∈ Z decomposes into (p)Ok =pp’ where p. p’ are prime ideals
in Ok. Similarly, a prime ideal P in OF decomposes into POK =QQ'.
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By the criterion of Néron-Ogg-Shararevitch, one can prove that E has ever-
ywhere potentially good reduction which means that j is integral at all primes
Q in OK . Thus for CM curves, the minimal polynomials of j Hd(x) ∈ Z[x], one
can find the ring class equation Hd(x) mod pi from Esimod Qi where Qi lying
over pi then use the CRT to recover the Hd(x).
The next task is to look for reduction of h(d) j-invariants of CM elliptic curves
which are Galois conjugates each other. This can be done using again ramificia-
tion properties of the Grossencharacter ψE/K .
e.g. the EmodP is a good reduction if and only if ψE/K is unramified. Parti-
cularly EmodP is ordinary reduction if and only if P splits in OK or p 6= p’
or (d/p) = 1. EmodP is a supersingular reduction or additive bad reduction
if P remains inert or ramifies in OK , i.e., p remains inert or ramifies in Ok or
(d/p) = 0,−1.
These features can be distinguished from the endomorphism rings or calculation
with the Frobenius endomorphism.
Besides, it is easy to prove that the degrees of pi’s which induce supersingular
and bad reductions in the moduli field Q(j(Oc)) are less than two. Thus, it is
enough to look for the candidates of CM j-invariants over F p2

i
. QED

9 Complexity Analysis

It is known that for the CM field algorithm by Atkin and Morain, the precision
needed to calculate a class equation with the class number h is by [1]

Prec(d) =
(
h
h
2

)
π
√
d

log 10

∑ 1
a

+ v0

The number of terms required in series expansion of j-invariants is

√
Sa/k where S =

2(log 6 + Prec(d) log 10)
3π

√
d

Using Sterling’s formula: n! = (n/e)n
√

2πn, and h = O(
√
d), Prec(d) = O(2hh3/2)

and the number of terms required in series expansion is O(2h/2h1/4). Thus its
complexity is of an exponential function of h.
Now we analyze the complexity of the Algorithm 3. Since j = O(eπ

√
d) , the

largest coefficient in the class equations is in order of jh = O(eπh
√

d) = O(eπh2
).

To lift it by the CRT, it needs to repeat the lifting procedures over O(h2) finite
fields F qi

, of which the sizes are also O(h2). Checks through all elements of
each F qi

as candidates of j-invariants of CM curves in step 2 cost O(h2). If
e.g. in ordinary lifting the Kohel’s deterministic algorithm is used to identify the
isomorphism types of full endomorphism rings of the elliptic curve Es/F q, which
runs in time O(q1/3+ε) for any ε > 0[15], then step 2 will cost O(q4/3+ε

i ) for each
F qi , in all O(q7/3+ε

i ) = O(h14/3+2ε). On the other hand, the calculations in step
3 to calculate the coefficients of Hd(x) by the CRT will be dominant, which costs
O(h7). In conclusion, the whole calculations will be in complexity of O(h7).
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Appendix: Design of Secure Elliptic Cryptosystems with CM Curves

Once we have a CM elliptic curve over a number field, we can use it to design
elliptic curve over finite fields using the fast algorithms of reduced quadratic
forms(see appendix) or Cornnachia’s algorithm[4][25][23]. Bellow, we show an
algorithm using reduced quadratic forms.

Algorithm 4

Input E/F : A CM elliptic curve; d: the discriminant of its endomorphism ring.
Output q such that E/F q is an almost prime curve.
Step 1 Choose q = pn (If p = 2 assume d ≡ 1 (mod 8));
Step 2 Find an m0 such that m2

0 ≡ d (mod 4q);
Step 3 Let n′ = 4q,m′ = 2m0, l

′ = (m2
0 − d)/4q. If the reduced binary form of

g(x′, y′) = n′x2 +m′x′y′ + l′y′2 is not f(x, y) = x2 − 4dy2, go to step 2;
Step 4 Calculate the modular transform A from g(x′, y′) to f(x, y) such that[

x
y

]
= A

[
x′

y′

]
, A =

[
a11 a12
a21 a22

]

Step 5 Let t = a11, check if #E(F q) = q + 1 − t contains a large prime factor,
or almost prime. If not, go to step 2 to find a new m0 or go to step 1.
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